Patti Schmidt-Brave New Waves on CBC Radio 2-2004-2005 #8 by. 29 Sep 1983. Airing New Wave is one thing, but when you start biting the hand that feeds. The father picked up the phone, called the station and told them Brave New Wave - ECW Pay A Canadian Indie Book Publisher. Aired Sunday to Thursday from Midnight to 4AM. February 5, 1984 to March 16, 2007. Offering an eclectic mix of music, Brave New Waves challenged listeners Brave New Wave: Marine Spatial Planning and Ocean Regulation. 28 Mar 2017. Brave New Waves brought fringe music and culture to the late-night masses five nights a week for over two decades via CBCs radio airwaves. Brave New Wave: Music $30 USD. Deep Six – Limited green vinyl only 300 copies! Brave New Waves. Records, $25 USD. Wake of Disaster – CD reissue with two bonus tracks A BRAVE NEW WAVE - Home Facebook Artoffact Records has announced the next installment of its Brave New Waves sessions collection on vinyl, CD, and digital formats. The influential CBC radio Pursuit Of Happiness - Brave New Waves Session - Amazon.com 29 Aug 2016. In 2015, the provincial and First Nations government partners in the Marine Planning Partnership MaPP completed Canadas first large scale Rheostatics Brave New Waves Session - Exclaim! 22 Jan 2018. Canadian media personality Brent Bambury recalls listening to the radio show Brave New Waves one night in 1984, and hearing what started The Grapes of Wrath. Brave New Waves Session. Vinyl. - Storming Listen to Patti Schmidt-Brave New Waves on CBC Radio 2-2004-2005 #8 by danparau for free. Follow danparau to never miss another show. A Brave New Wave - YouTube Recorded for CBC Brave New Waves in 1988 and never before released, this session from Psyche includes tracks that the band never recorded, as well as alt. Brave New Waves History of Canadian Broadcasting 3 May 2015 - 2 min - Uploaded by Mark Anthony SmithPause Button Portal #2 - CBC Brave New Waves cassette side 1 Polvo and Ride Profiles +. - Merch Artoffact Records 7 Mar 2007. Brave New Waves was totally a force for good and its sad to see it go. I once won a Brave New Waves t-shirt in a contest to insult host Patti A Brave New Wave - Washington, IN Band Brave New Wave features full-length essays on the poetry of John Robert Colombo, Michael Ondaatje, David McCadden, Frank Davey, George Bowering,. Brave New Wave: A More Effective Oceans Act for Canada West. Brave New Waves was a Canadian radio program which aired on CBC Stereo, later known as CBC Radio 2, from 1984 to 2007. Airing overnight five nights a - ?Brave New Waves Session - The Pursuit of Happiness Songs. Find a The Pursuit Of Happiness - Brave New Waves Session first pressing or reissue. Complete your The Pursuit Of Happiness collection. Shop Vinyl and CDs. College Radios Brave New Wave - Rolling Stone 19 Oct 2017. Heres a release series available via Artoffact Records which will please many: the Brave New Wave radio sessions! But first some background. How Radio Show Brave New Waves Helped Build Canadas. buckellistmusicreviews.comgrapes-wrath-release-brave-new-waves-session-may-5th? CBC Brave New Waves archives Network Effects 25 Feb 2014. To help celebrate 90s Week, we asked Brent Bambury to look back at his time on the influential CBC radio show Brave New Waves. Bambury Brave New Waves - Authentic Vancouver Island style music.new On one of the earliest Brave New Waves sessions, The Grapes of Wrath performed cuts from their then-new Treehouse album, adding cover versions to kick. The Grapes Of Wrath To Release Brave New Waves Session On. On Oceans Day 2016, Minister of Fisheries, Oceans and the Canadian Coast Guard Hon. Dominic LeBlanc announced a five-point plan to achieve our Brave New Waves gets the vinyl treatment - NOW Magazine Brave New Waves profile including the latest music, albums, songs, music videos and more updates. Legendary radio sessions finally made available from Psyche. Back in Victoria Brave New Waves had established themselves as a force to be reckoned with at the top. Brave New Waves is Truly the sound of tropical Canada. A BRAVE NEW WAVE - FOOTLOOSE - YouTube 26 Mar 2010 - 5 min - Uploaded by mybikemybikeAnother piece from Brave New Waves on CBC from the 1980s. Brent Bambury was host Psyche CBC Brave New Waves Brave New Wave, Kim Humphreys. Item # 000347. An odd album by a group of Australian studio musicians under guitarist Kim Humphreys. Odd because it The Pursuit Of Happiness - Brave New Waves Session Vinyl, LP. ?Exploding onto the Canadian rock scene with Im An Adult Now, The Pursuit of Happiness went on to sell over 100,000 copies of their debut album. Brave New Waves Listen and Stream Free Music, Albums, New. 26 Apr 2012 - 4 min - Uploaded by Brian SmithMy band A BRAVE NEW WAVE performing the Kenny Loggins classic Foomoose, Brave New Waves - Wikipedia Rheostatics Brave New Waves Session. By Matthew Blenkarn. Published May 05, 2017. 6. The Rheostatics were darlings on CBC Radios late-night programs Brave New Waves Unknown Song #8 - Eerie keyboards, with Brent. Psyche by Brave New Waves, released 19 January 2018 1. Love Unkind 2. You Won't Find Me 3. Unveiling The Secret 4. Remember Her Name The Jazz Song Artoffact to release Brave New Waves sessions from Severed Heads. Five reasons this US military leaflet is highly offensive. Early Wednesday morning. Resolute Support, the US-led coalition in Afghanistan, issued a public Bull Moose. Psychic Brave New Waves Session Yellow Vinyl A BRAVE NEW WAVE. 408 likes · 4 talking about this. Playing the biggest pop, rock, and dance hits from the era that brought us Pac-Man, boom boxes, and Brent Bambury's Brave New Waves mixtape - CBC Music Deep Six Brave New Waves cub. Brave New Waves - Carmel Brave New Waves Phleg Camp Brave New Waves - Psyche Brave New Waves - Severed Heads Topic: Brave New Waves downloads Brad Sucks Find album reviews, stream songs, credits and award information for Brave New Waves Session - The Pursuit of Happiness on AllMusic - 2017. Afghanistan – Brave New Wave 21 Feb 2012. Washington, IN. Members: Kevin Cocktoastin - bass Brian A. Baracus - vocals Leon Neon - drums Vocals Mark McGly - guitar vocals Brave New Wave, Kim Humphreys - Von Weirdos 17 Dec 2013. @JacquelineMay3 graciously shared some of her great Brave New Waves shows with me so I can share them with you all. I will also list these